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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 2898 20.5 6.9 40 51.2 100
2 24 20.3 6.5 40 50.6 0.8
3 1741 21.7 6.9 40 54.3 60.1
4 425 21.9 6.9 40 54.7 14.7
5 251 18.3 6.8 40 45.8 8.7
6 453 18.8 7 40 47.1 15.6
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Sticky Note

AO3 Some basic context



Sticky Note

AO3 Second half of this overview is much stronger, with sound discussion



Sticky Note

AO2 Reasonable point



Sticky Note

AO1 Unclear comment



Sticky Note

AO2 Relevant
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Sticky Note

AO1 Valid



Sticky Note

AO2 Clear



Sticky Note

AO1 Accurate terminology



Sticky Note

[England]



Sticky Note

AO2/1 Fair point, but awkward expression



Sticky Note

AO3



Sticky Note

AO3 Brief contextual reference, but relevant to discussion



Sticky Note

AO3 Comparison, but poor spelling (AO1)



Sticky Note

AO2 Clear understanding



Sticky Note

AO1 



Sticky Note

AO2 Basic
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Sticky Note

AO2 Accurate



Sticky Note

AO2 Attitude and values



Sticky Note

AO2 Discussion is quite vague



Sticky Note

AO1/3 Compares use of imagery



Sticky Note

AO1



Sticky Note

AO1/2 Effective analysis



Sticky Note

AO2 Sound



Sticky Note

AO1 Accurate terminology



Sticky Note

AO1/3 Develops the comparison
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Sticky Note

Candidate means text C



Sticky Note

AO1 Overuse of 'negative' and 'negatively'



Sticky Note

AO2/3 Interesting discussion



Sticky Note

Discussion of poetic form



Sticky Note

AO1 Incorrect term
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Sticky Note

AO3 Basic 



Sticky Note

AO3



Sticky Note

AO3 Context



Sticky Note

AO3 Interesting point regarding authors



Sticky Note

AO1 Quite a good summing up



Sticky Note

AO1 Band 3+ Good range of literary and linguistic terminology.  Clear evidence of integrated study.  Generally accurate and coherent expression



Sticky Note

AO2 Band 3  Mainly sensible discussion, although a little thin on text B



Sticky Note

AO3 Band 3  Some sensible evaluation of texts, with sound context.  Requires further comparison of text B



Sticky Note

The candidate needs to have a greater balance in their discussion of the three texts.  There are areas where analysis could also be extended.A mark of 28/40 was awarded
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LL4 - SUMMER 2015 
 


Unit-specific Guidance 
 
In this unit candidates are required to answer two sections.  Both Section A and Section B 
are to be marked out of 40 marks making a maximum possible total of 80 marks for this 
unit.  
 
Relevant assessment objectives for LL4 as a whole: 
 
AO1  Select and apply relevant concepts and approaches from integrated linguistic and 


literary study, using appropriate terminology and accurate, coherent written 
expression. 


 
AO2  Demonstrate detailed critical understanding in analysing the ways in which structure, 


form and language shape meanings in a range of spoken and written texts. 
 
AO3  Use integrated approaches to explore relationships between texts, analysing and 


evaluating the significance of contextual factors in their production and reception. 
 


 
The table below shows the weighting of the assessment objectives in each section: 
 


LL4 % AO1% AO2% AO3% 


SECTION A 30 (15) 6 (3) 12 (6) 12 (6) 


SECTION B 30 (15) 6 (3) 12 (6) 12 (6) 


TOTAL 60 (30) 12 (6) 24 (12) 24 (12) 
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SECTION  B:  Reviewing Approaches 
40 marks 


 
The ratio of the 3 AOs for Section B is: 
 
AO1: 1 AO2: 2 AO3: 2 
8 marks 16 marks 16 marks 
 
Responses will be assessed on: 


 The quality of the argument expressed 


 The quality of written expression 


 Evidence of synthesizing integrated literary and non-literary approaches 


 Comparative evaluation of contextual factors shaping the production and reception of 
texts 


 The Section B set text studied should receive sustained attention, but candidates 
should make reference to at least one other written and spoken literary or non-
literary texts studied on the course or selected for wider independent reading.  


 
The question provides candidates with an opportunity to reflect on all the texts, contexts, 
issues and concepts studied as part of the course, as well as synthesizing the knowledge, 
understanding and skills gained. 
Look for a well-constructed, well-written, well-supported line of argument. 
 
 
Content-specific Band Descriptors 
 
Band 1 (Marks 1-10) 
 
AO1  Band 1 responses will show little or no evidence of linguistic and literary study and will 
be characterized by a lack of analysis. Any approach used will be inaccurate or very basic. 
Any terminology used will be at a simple level (e.g. alliteration, exclamation marks) or not 
supported by textual evidence. Written expression may lack accuracy and clarity, with errors 
in sentence control, vocabulary and spelling. There may be problems with understanding the 
question and any line of argument is likely to be confused and unclear. 
 
AO2  References to the set text are likely to be vague and brief or entirely narrative. Any 
attempts at analysis will be inaccurate or simplistic. References to any other texts will lack 
detail, accuracy or relevance. 
 
AO3  Band 1 responses will have little, if any, meaningful comparative comment. 
Organisation is likely to be linear. Contextual understanding will be limited and reliant on 
generalizations or unsupported assertions. 
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Band 2 (Marks 11-20) 
 
AO1  Expect some use of basic approaches with more range and accuracy in upper Band 2.  
Some appropriate literary or linguistic approaches or concepts may be used, more 
selectively in upper Band 2.  Written expression may be basic but increasingly accurate. 
There may be technical errors but meaning is generally clear. There will be some attempt at 
a relevant line of argument, although it may be simple, sketchy or unconvincing. 
 
AO2  Some more obvious meanings in the texts will be understood, with more secure grasp 
of the set text. In lower band 2, expect reliance on outlines e.g. plot, characterisation and 
basic comments on content, events or relationships. Assertions may be unsupported. In 
upper band 2 there will be more awareness of features of style and presentation. Expect 
more focus on detail and more sustained textual support in upper Band 2. Some illustration 
should be provided and there will be some accurate engagement with meaning. 
 
AO3  In lower band 2 some simple points of comparison and contrast will be made. These 
are likely to be sketchy and to rely on the most obvious differences and similarities. 
References beyond the set text are likely to be brief or undeveloped. Focus on the question 
may be uneven or unconvincing. Contextual factors may be oversimplified or rely on 
stereotypes. In upper Band 2 expect more purposeful comparative reference and reasonable 
comment on similarities and differences, although comparisons may still be narrow or 
superficial. There will be some straightforward but accurate use of contextual factors. There 
will be clear attempts to focus on the question and organize a relevant argument. 
 
 
Band 3 (Marks 21-30) 
 
Note: Responses without clear evidence of integrated study i.e. the use of some 
appropriate literary and linguistic approaches, cannot achieve higher than a mid Band 
3 mark (25) even if the response has other indications of quality. 
 
AO1  In lower Band 3 terminology will be used sensibly, although the range may be narrow. 
Expect reliable identification of some key literary and linguistic features and more purposeful 
selection of approaches, especially on the core text. Upper Band 3 responses will use terms 
with increasing precision and confidence. Expression will be increasingly competent and 
fluent, although there may be some technical inaccuracies in lower Band 3. More confident 
lines of argument will be pursued and clear organization will be increasingly evident. 
 
AO2  There will be clearer and more convincing links between style and meaning, especially 
in the core text with some sensible explanation and interpretation, becoming competent at 
the top of the band. Expect sustained reference to the core text, supported by suitable 
quotation with some convincing analysis and increasing appreciation of key stylistic 
techniques. Analysis will be supported by accurate quotation. Understanding of text and 
subtext will be generally sound and treatment of the texts increasingly thorough. 
 
AO3  Expect to find increasingly accurate points of comparison and contrast and a more 
purposeful approach to similarities and differences between the texts. In lower Band 3, there 
will be some sensible use of at least one other text. There will be some clear reference to the 
contextual factors relating to the set text. In upper Band 3 there will be a sound 
understanding of the purposes of the texts and some clear analysis of the influence of 
contextual factors in relation to the question. The key contextual factors relating to the core 
text will be securely understood. There will be sensible focus on the question, relevant 
selection from the core text and some success in framing an argument. 
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Band 4 (Marks 31-40) 
 
AO1  Band 4 responses will be fluent, coherent and well-argued with clear organization and 
good analytical vocabulary. A wide range of terms will be used including those related to the 
most demanding concepts.  Literary and linguistic approaches and concepts will be 
purposefully selected according to the texts.  The line of argument will be clear, coherent 
and well-argued. 
 
AO2  Expect mature readings of the texts and material which is well chosen for the question. 
There will be sustained analysis of language use and secure understanding of form and 
genre.  A confident understanding of the core text will form the basis of the argument. 
 
AO3  Band 4 responses will make some sophisticated points of comparison and contrast, 
going beyond content and form to consider style, attitudes and contexts.  Comparative 
references will be coherently organized with astute links selected to answer the question 
chosen.  There will be a perceptive awareness of audience, purpose and genre with a 
confident understanding of the contextual factors relating to the core text. 
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A2 ENGLISH LANGUAGE & LITERATURE LL4 Sections A and B Assessment Grid 
 


Band Marks 


A01 
Select and apply relevant concepts and 
approaches from integrated linguistic and 
literary study, using appropriate terminology 
and accurate, coherent written expression. 
Weighting: 8 marks 


A02 
Demonstrate detailed critical 
understanding in analysing the ways in 
which structure, form and language 
shape meanings in a range of spoken 
and written texts. 
Weighting: 16 marks 


AO3 
Use integrated approaches to explore 
relationships between texts, analysing 
and evaluating the significance of 
contextual factors in their production 
and reception. 
Weighting: 16 marks 


1 0-10 


Limited evidence of integrated study. Minimal, 
unconvincing application of concepts and 
approaches. Written expression often has lapses 
in accuracy and clarity. Response may lack 
organisation Basic terminology often 
misunderstood and misapplied. 


Limited awareness of how some of the most 
obvious choices in form, structure and 
vocabulary create basic meanings. Some 
difficulty in understanding meaning in texts. 
 


Some simplistic awareness of the broadest 
contextual factors.  Limited sense of genre. 
Limited evidence of understanding basic 
points of comparison and contrast.  Texts 
may be discussed individually and 
unevenly. 


2 11-20 


Some basic evidence of integrated study. Some 
application of key concepts and approaches. 
Some use of key terminology. Generally clear 
expression, but with lapses in accuracy.  
Straightforward vocabulary and sentence 
organisation. Clear organisation towards top of 
band. 


Some awareness of some key language 
features. Analysis mainly at word level at 
bottom of band.  Clear grasp of basic 
meaning.  Texts understood on a 
straightforward level.  Some generalisation 
and simplification.  Adequate awareness of 
genre, more secure towards top of band. 


Reasonable observations of some key 
contextual factors.  Some relevant 
discussion of how different contexts 
influence the way the texts have been/are 
received, more relevant towards top of 
band. Selection and discussion of some of 
the more obvious points of comparison and 
contrast.  


3 21-30 


Clear evidence of integrated study. 
Purposeful use of appropriate terminology.  
Relevant and purposeful application of some 
relevant key concepts and approaches.  
Generally accurate, coherent expression. 
Effective organisation, particularly towards top of 
band. 
 
 


More sustained focus on language used to 
create meaning, including some convincing 
phrase and sentence level analysis. 
Sensible use of key literary and linguistic 
concepts and approaches. Sound reading of 
implicit meaning, with increasingly detailed 
appreciation of writers’/speakers’ 
techniques.  


Sensible and clear awareness of the 
influence of some key contextual factors on 
the production and reception of texts.  Some 
sensible evaluation of how different 
audiences/readers in different times might 
respond.  Able to present generally 
convincing overview.  Points for comparison 
and contrast are well-chosen and clearly 
argued. 


4 31-40 


Thorough knowledge, understanding and 
insights gained from integrated study. 
Sophisticated application of concepts and a wide 
range of approaches. Accurate and sensitive 
use of terminology. Very well-organised. 
Written expression is confident, fluent, with 
varying degrees of flair. Mature vocabulary.    


Perceptive awareness of how choices of 
form, structure and language affect readers 
and audiences. Assured reading of texts.  
Convincing and perceptive sub-textual 
exploration.  Some evidence of originality 
may be shown. Clear and sustained focus 
throughout response. 


Confident evaluation of the impact of 
contextual factors in shaping the production 
of texts and influencing different 
audiences/readers at different times. 
Points of comparison and contrast are 
astute and illuminating. Title/question 
addressed consistently and perceptively. 
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Sticky Note

AO2 Reasonable point



Sticky Note

AO3 Sound contextual point



Sticky Note

AO2/3 General and broad overview



Sticky Note

AO1 Establishes line of argument



Sticky Note

AO1 Sentence mood



Sticky Note

AO2 Needs to develop--How does it do this?



Sticky Note

AO1 Accurate terminology
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Sticky Note

AO2 Aware



Sticky Note

AO1 Sentence mood



Sticky Note

AO1 Slightly drifting away from question



Sticky Note

AO2/3 Comments on character, with some context



Sticky Note

AO3 Effective link, but discussion needs to be developed



Sticky Note

AO1 Linguistic terminology



Sticky Note

AO3 General comment, but has some relevance in this context



Sticky Note

AO1 Developing argument



Sticky Note

AO1 Overlong quotation



Sticky Note

AO1 Terminology



Sticky Note

AO1/2 Basic discussion
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Sticky Note

AO2 Straightforward



Sticky Note

AO1/2  Candidate is drifting slightly from the question



Sticky Note

AO3 Sound contextual point, but response is becoming a little narrative, and needs closer focus on language



Sticky Note

AO2 Range on set text



Sticky Note

AO1 Sentence mood



Sticky Note

AO1 Incorrect terminology



Sticky Note

AO2 Character attitude and values
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Sticky Note

AO1 Vague



Sticky Note

AO2 Unclear comments.  General and broad



Sticky Note

AO1 Sentence mood



Sticky Note

AO1 Poor expression



Sticky Note

Off topic and under-developed link



Sticky Note

AO1 Attempting to develop discussion of set text



Sticky Note

AO1 Terminology
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Sticky Note

AO1



Sticky Note

AO2 Reasonable discussion



Sticky Note

AO3 Wider reading, but needs to be contextualised 



Sticky Note

AO1 Imagery, but incorrect spelling



Sticky Note

AO3 Series of brief and under-developed links with wider reading.  Candidate would benefit from fewer, but more developed connections



Sticky Note

AO3 Context--biographical



Sticky Note

AO1 Band 3 Expression is generally clear, and there is a Clear attempt to organise the response.  Over-reliance on discussion of sentence mood, but some sound evidence of integrated study



Sticky Note

AO2 Band 3  Lacks focus on question in places, but generally sensible discussion.  



Sticky Note

AO3  Band 3-  Some effective contextual points, but references to wider reading could be explored in greater detail



Sticky Note

The candidate would have benefited from exploring fewer wider reading references in greater detail.  There should also have been a wider range of terminology in evidence, and a closer focus on the question.A mark of 23/40 was awarded
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Sticky Note

AO2 Clear opening and understanding.



Sticky Note

AO3 Accurate on purpose.  Secure overview paragraph.



Sticky Note

AO1 Terminology



Sticky Note

AO2/3 Accurate



Sticky Note

AO1/3 Effective comparison.  Appropriate terminology.



Sticky Note

AO2 Perceptive discussion.



Sticky Note

AO3 Link.
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Sticky Note

AO2 Confident understanding.



Sticky Note

AO1 Effective use of terminology.



Sticky Note

Mature and confident discussion of the texts.



Sticky Note

Broad comment.



Sticky Note

AO1 Accurate use of poetic terminology



Sticky Note

AO1 Thoughtful



Sticky Note

AO2 Perceptive discussion and analysis.



Sticky Note

AO3 Comparison.  AO1 Well organised.



Sticky Note

AO1 Terminology used effectively and productively.



Sticky Note

AO1 Mature terminology.
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Sticky Note

AO2 Secure and clear.



Sticky Note

AO1 Terminology.



Sticky Note

AO1 Sentence mood.



Sticky Note

AO2 Accurate and sensitive.



Sticky Note

AO3 Purpose and form.



Sticky Note

AO1 Accurate and productive use of terminology.



Sticky Note

AO2 Attitude and values.



Sticky Note

AO2 Perceptive.



Sticky Note

AO1 
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Sticky Note

AO1 Response is thoughtful and well organised/expressed.



Sticky Note

AO1/2  Confident and purposeful discussion.



Sticky Note

AO1 Accurate.AO2 Engaging.



Sticky Note

AO1 Imagery.



Sticky Note

AO1 Accurate terminology.AO2 Effective analysis.



Sticky Note

AO1 Lovely expression, and very well organised.



Sticky Note

AO2 Purposeful analysis.



Sticky Note

AO1 Terminology.
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Sticky Note

AO2 Attitude and values.



Sticky Note

AO3 Comparison.



Sticky Note

Means Text B.



Sticky Note

AO2/3 secure.



Sticky Note

AO1 Concluding--organised response.



Sticky Note

AO2 Interesting discussion right to the end of the response.



Sticky Note

AO3 Notes the differences between texts and their contexts.
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Sticky Note

AO1 Band 4+  Accurate and sensitive use of terminology.  Response is very well organised, with sophisticated expression.



Sticky Note

AO2 Band 4+  Highly perceptive and analytical discussion of texts.  Sensitive response to the material.



Sticky Note

AO3 Band 4 (+)  Productive comparisons between texts and reference to context.  Could possibly have made more comparisons with text C--but that's being very picky.



Sticky Note

A highly articulate and thoughtful response.  Upper Band 4 with a mark of 39/40.
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LL4 - SUMMER 2015 
 


Unit-specific Guidance 
 
In this unit candidates are required to answer two sections.  Both Section A and Section B 
are to be marked out of 40 marks making a maximum possible total of 80 marks for this 
unit.  
 
Relevant assessment objectives for LL4 as a whole: 
 
AO1  Select and apply relevant concepts and approaches from integrated linguistic and 


literary study, using appropriate terminology and accurate, coherent written 
expression. 


 
AO2  Demonstrate detailed critical understanding in analysing the ways in which structure, 


form and language shape meanings in a range of spoken and written texts. 
 
AO3  Use integrated approaches to explore relationships between texts, analysing and 


evaluating the significance of contextual factors in their production and reception. 
 


 
The table below shows the weighting of the assessment objectives in each section: 
 


LL4 % AO1% AO2% AO3% 


SECTION A 30 (15) 6 (3) 12 (6) 12 (6) 


SECTION B 30 (15) 6 (3) 12 (6) 12 (6) 


TOTAL 60 (30) 12 (6) 24 (12) 24 (12) 
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SECTION A: Comparative Textual Analysis 
 


40 marks 
 
The ratio of the three AOs for Section A is: 
 
AO1: 1 AO2: 2 AO3: 2 
8 marks 16 marks 16 marks 
 
Content-specific band descriptors 
 
Band 1 (Marks 1-10) 
 
AO1  Band 1 responses will show little or no evidence of linguistic and literary study and will 
be characterized by a lack of analysis. Any approach used will be inaccurate or very basic. 
Any terminology used will be at a simple level (e.g. alliteration, exclamation marks) or not 
supported by textual evidence. Written expression may lack accuracy and clarity, with errors 
in sentence control, vocabulary and spelling. 
 
AO2  Some very obvious distinguishing features of the texts may be identified, perhaps by 
repeating parts of the rubric. Comments on genre will be very limited or inaccurate. Expect 
confusion over the meaning of some or all of the texts. There is unlikely to be any accurate 
focus on detail in the texts. 
 
AO3  Band 1 responses will show very limited, if any, evidence of comparison or contrast. 
The response may be organized in a simple linear form. Parts of the rubric may be copied 
into the answer. Contextual comment will be inaccurate, unconvincing or very simple. 
Note: Band 1 responses are characterized by limited understanding of text and context, lack 
appropriately used terms and basic, often inaccurate expression. 
 
Band 2 (Marks 11-20) 
 
AO1  Expect some use of basic terms (e.g. simile, interrogative) with more range and 
accuracy in upper Band 2. Basic word classes or lexical sets may be identified, but with 
inaccuracies, sketchy evidence or unconvincing analysis in lower Band 2. Some appropriate 
literary or linguistic approaches or concepts may be used, more selectively in upper Band 2, 
but analysis of purpose and impact is likely to be uneven. Written expression may be basic 
but increasingly accurate. There may be technical errors but meaning is generally clear. 
 
AO2  Responses will show a straightforward understanding of meaning in all three texts 
although explanations are likely to lack thoroughness. Some key features of language and 
form (e.g. pronouns, rhyme, sentence mood) will be identified and supported by quotation, 
with more precision in upper Band 2. There will be some meaningful focus on detail, 
although analysis will vary in quality. 
 
AO3  In lower Band 2 some simple comparative points will be made. Expect some echoing 
of the rubric and discussion of more obvious features of content. Upper Band 2 responses 
will include reasonable links and distinctions such as references to time factors (e.g. archaic 
features ) although the approach is likely to be descriptive. In lower Band 2, contextual 
points may include sweeping generalizations and stereotypes related to age, gender, class 
or education. In upper Band 2 there will be more reasonable points about relationships 
between context and style and developing understanding of the different purposes of texts. 
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Band 3 (Marks 21-30) 
 
Note: Responses without clear and sustained evidence of integrated study i.e. the use 
of appropriate literary and linguistic terms, cannot achieve higher than a mid Band 3 
mark (25) even if the response has other indications of quality. 
 
AO1  In lower Band 3 terminology will be used sensibly, although the range may be narrow. 
Expect reliable identification of key literary and linguistic features and more purposeful 
selection of approaches for the different texts. Upper Band 3 responses will use a range of 
terms with increasing precision and confidence. Expression will be increasingly competent 
and fluent, although there may be some technical inaccuracies in lower Band 3. More 
confident lines of argument will be pursued and clear organization will be increasingly 
evident. 
 
AO2  There will be clearer and more convincing links between style and meaning with some 
competent explanation and interpretation, especially at the top of the band. Expect some 
convincing phrase and sentence level analysis and increasingly detailed appreciation of key 
stylistic techniques. Analysis will be supported by accurate quotation. Understanding of text 
and subtext will be generally sound and treatment of the texts increasingly thorough. 
 
AO3  In lower Band 3 there will be some sensible comment on key similarities and 
differences between texts (e.g. audiences, purposes, attitudes). Points on contextual factors 
will be sound, although there may be some oversimplification. In upper Band 3 the linking of 
texts will be increasingly thoughtful and perceptive and there will be clear understanding of 
the influence of contextual factors (e.g. time period, genre and audience expectations.) 
Expect some thoroughly comparative approaches towards the top of the band. 
 
Band 4 (Marks 31-40) 
 
AO1  Band 4 responses will be fluent, coherent and well-argued with clear organization and 
good analytical vocabulary. A wide range of terms will be used including those related to the 
most demanding concepts (e.g. syntax, metre, grammatical features, non-standard 
features). Approaches and concepts will be purposefully selected according to the texts. 
 
AO2  Expect mature readings of the texts with confident understanding of the most 
demanding texts and sections. Analysis of language use will be clear and sustained, with 
detailed appreciations of nuance, tone and subtext. There will be some convincing 
discussion of genre and form (e.g. relationship between poetic form and meaning.) 
 
AO3  Band 4 responses will feature astute links between texts. These will go beyond content 
and form to explore style, attitudes and contexts. Expect some well-informed analysis of 
more demanding contextual factors (e.g. literary movements, historical events) as well as a 
perceptive awareness of audience, purpose and genre. 
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Section A Additional notes 
 


The following notes are for guidance only. Candidates are not expected to identify all the 
features. Any techniques identified should be linked to meaning. ‘Feature spotting’ alone cannot 
be rewarded highly.  Credit any valid points that emerge from analysis of the actual language. 
 


Text A  'The Soldier' 
The poem expresses idealistic, patriotic attitudes commonly held early in the war before trench 
warfare. The speaker’s main theme is the immortal legacy of the dead hero. Religious faith and 
love of country combine to create the reassuring, optimistic, trusting tone. Remarkable absence 
of violence, suffering or bloodshed. Observant candidates may note that the poem is about love 
of England, rather than about war. A modern audience may see these values as discredited. 
Comparison with later WW1 poets such as Owen and Sassoon would be relevant. 
 


Form and structure 
 


 sonnet presented as octave and sestet 


 possible readings of structure e.g. past/life (l.4-8) and future/afterlife (sestet); body 
(octave) and soul(sestet) 


 steady iambic pentameter 


 ababcdcd  (Shakespearean/Elizabethan) rhyme in octave; efgefg (Petrarchan/Italian) 
in sestet 


 several caesuras contribute to slow pace 


 enjambment in lines 2-4 and 10-11 
 


Grammar and syntax 
 


 capitalised fronted conjunction in the conditional mood ‘IF’ 


 first person singular pronouns 


 present tense, notably in l.3 and l.11; past tense in l.6 


 opens with subordinating conjunction 


 adverb ‘forever’ and confident auxiliary verb ‘shall’ 


 long declarative in l.3-8 


 imperatives in l.1 and l.9, linked by co-ordinating conjunction ‘And’ 


 tripling in l.5 


 parallelism in l.6 and l.8 


 syndetic listing in l.12-14 
 


Lexis, imagery and phonology 
 


 personification of England throughout 


 suggestion of motherhood  in verbs ‘bore . . .gave’ 


 feminine possessive determiner ‘her’ 


 repetition of the proper noun ‘England’ and the adjective ‘English’ 


 religious lexis ‘blest’ ‘eternal’ ‘heaven’ 


 funeral service echo in ‘dust’ 


 suggestion of baptism ‘washed’ ‘blest’ 


 adjective ‘rich’ and comparative adjective ‘richer’ 


 lexical set of nature/generic concrete nouns in octave ‘flowers’ ‘rivers’ ‘suns’ 


 lexical set of contentment/abstract nouns in sestet ‘laughter’ ‘gentleness’ ‘peace’ 


 plural nouns throughout  


 premodified noun phrase ‘an English heaven’ 


 alliterated collocation ‘sights and sounds’ 


 fricatives in l.2-3 


 much sibilance (but look for purposeful choices) 
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Text B  Birdsong 
 
Fiction based on real events, researched and written with the knowledge of hindsight for 
adult readers who will know about the war and will see it differently from Brooke’s original 
audience. Deals primarily with the theme of loss, in measurable terms but also as a waste of 
the lives, futures and unborn descendants of the dead. Emphasis is on the consequences for 
the homes and families of the dead soldiers. 
 
Form, structure and chronology 
 


 continuous prose 


 third person omniscient narrator 


 reported speech ‘he asked after’ ‘told his company’ 


 beginning and end deal quite factually with loss of life 


 middle section anticipates bereavement, impact on English lives and the war graves. 
 
Grammar and syntax 
 


 past tense and declarative mood throughout 


 simple declarative sentence at the end 


 plural pronouns (not names) used for the survivors 


 adverbial phrases ‘To begin with’ and ‘After a time’ 


 long asyndetic list of proper nouns denoting the dead 


 very long compound-complex declarative in centre of extract 


 anaphora ‘no. . .’ and ‘without...’ 


 patterned modal auxiliary verbs ‘would have. . . grown’ 


 syndetic list of verbs ‘grown . . .governed’ 
 
Lexis, imagery and phonology 
 


 anonymous noun phrase ‘the men’ 


 military lexis  ‘company’ ‘battalion’ ‘ranks’ 


 syndetic pair of adjectives ‘shifty and grey’ 


 personification of ‘every organ . . .begging for release’ 


 premodified noun phrase ‘unanswered name’ 


 onomatopoeic verb ‘pattering’ 


 plural nouns ‘villages ‘towns’ ‘houses’ 


 onomatopoeia ‘moans’ 


 simile ‘like nunneries’ 


 lexical set of masculinity ‘fathers’ ‘men’ ‘husbands’ 


 verbs ‘grown’ ‘worked’ ‘painted’ ‘governed’ 


 premodified noun phrases ‘shattered flesh’ ‘stinking shellholes’ 


 juxtaposition of ‘granite slabs’ with ‘living flesh’ 


 personification – ‘indifference’ of the moss and lichen 


 numerals ‘800’ and ‘155’ 


 adverbs ‘stiffly’ and ‘kindly’ 
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Text C:  Blackadder Goes Forth 
 
Situation comedy using exaggerated characterisation and a familiar historical setting. 
Humour relies heavily on interaction between Blackadder (shrewd, sharp,) Baldrick (dim) 
and George (dim, patriotic). Satirical attitude voiced by Edmund to politicians, empire and 
the causes of the war, set against firm nationalism (George) and confusion (Baldrick). The 
audience, who are likely to be interested in history and politics, will tend to agree with 
Edmund. 
 
Form and structure 
 


 drama script 


 turn-taking  


 adjacency pairs 


 punchlines 
 
Grammar and syntax 
 


 some first person singular pronouns for individual views 


 Edmund uses first person plural denoting Britain 


 present and past tense (situation and cause) 


 declarative mood, notably for Edmund’s explanations 


 interrogative from Baldrick, establishing topic 


 conjunctions ‘and’ ‘so’ for his train of thought 


 foregrounded conjunction ‘But’ 


 tag question ‘..isn’t it..’ 


 minor sentences 


 simple sentences 
 
Lexis and imagery 
 


 vocatives indicating rank ‘Baldrick’ ‘sir’ 


 verbal fillers ‘right’ ‘well’ 


 discourse marker ‘You see’ 


 phonetic spelling ‘yeah’ ‘’cause’ 


 colloquialism ‘bloke’ 


 higher register political lexis ‘superblocs’ ‘deterrent’ 


 racist noun ‘Hun’ 


 premodification ‘vile’ and ‘villainous’ 


 juxtaposition of ‘a quarter of the globe’ with ‘a small. . .Tanganyika’ 


 simile ‘mad as a bicycle’ 


 wordplay on ‘Austro-Hungary’ 


 disrupted collocation ‘Henry V111 and his six knives’ 


 proper nouns 


 irony and litotes ‘tiny flaw’ 


 low register expletive ‘bollocks’ 


 bathos ‘So the poor old ostrich died for nothing’. 
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A2 ENGLISH LANGUAGE & LITERATURE LL4 Sections A and B Assessment Grid 
 


Band Marks 


A01 
Select and apply relevant concepts and 
approaches from integrated linguistic and 
literary study, using appropriate terminology 
and accurate, coherent written expression. 
Weighting: 8 marks 


A02 
Demonstrate detailed critical 
understanding in analysing the ways in 
which structure, form and language 
shape meanings in a range of spoken 
and written texts. 
Weighting: 16 marks 


AO3 
Use integrated approaches to explore 
relationships between texts, analysing 
and evaluating the significance of 
contextual factors in their production 
and reception. 
Weighting: 16 marks 


1 0-10 


Limited evidence of integrated study. Minimal, 
unconvincing application of concepts and 
approaches. Written expression often has lapses 
in accuracy and clarity. Response may lack 
organisation Basic terminology often 
misunderstood and misapplied. 


Limited awareness of how some of the most 
obvious choices in form, structure and 
vocabulary create basic meanings. Some 
difficulty in understanding meaning in texts. 
 


Some simplistic awareness of the broadest 
contextual factors.  Limited sense of genre. 
Limited evidence of understanding basic 
points of comparison and contrast.  Texts 
may be discussed individually and 
unevenly. 


2 11-20 


Some basic evidence of integrated study. Some 
application of key concepts and approaches. 
Some use of key terminology. Generally clear 
expression, but with lapses in accuracy.  
Straightforward vocabulary and sentence 
organisation. Clear organisation towards top of 
band. 


Some awareness of some key language 
features. Analysis mainly at word level at 
bottom of band.  Clear grasp of basic 
meaning.  Texts understood on a 
straightforward level.  Some generalisation 
and simplification.  Adequate awareness of 
genre, more secure towards top of band. 


Reasonable observations of some key 
contextual factors.  Some relevant 
discussion of how different contexts 
influence the way the texts have been/are 
received, more relevant towards top of 
band. Selection and discussion of some of 
the more obvious points of comparison and 
contrast.  


3 21-30 


Clear evidence of integrated study. 
Purposeful use of appropriate terminology.  
Relevant and purposeful application of some 
relevant key concepts and approaches.  
Generally accurate, coherent expression. 
Effective organisation, particularly towards top of 
band. 
 
 


More sustained focus on language used to 
create meaning, including some convincing 
phrase and sentence level analysis. 
Sensible use of key literary and linguistic 
concepts and approaches. Sound reading of 
implicit meaning, with increasingly detailed 
appreciation of writers’/speakers’ 
techniques.  


Sensible and clear awareness of the 
influence of some key contextual factors on 
the production and reception of texts.  Some 
sensible evaluation of how different 
audiences/readers in different times might 
respond.  Able to present generally 
convincing overview.  Points for comparison 
and contrast are well-chosen and clearly 
argued. 


4 31-40 


Thorough knowledge, understanding and 
insights gained from integrated study. 
Sophisticated application of concepts and a wide 
range of approaches. Accurate and sensitive 
use of terminology. Very well-organised. 
Written expression is confident, fluent, with 
varying degrees of flair. Mature vocabulary.    


Perceptive awareness of how choices of 
form, structure and language affect readers 
and audiences. Assured reading of texts.  
Convincing and perceptive sub-textual 
exploration.  Some evidence of originality 
may be shown. Clear and sustained focus 
throughout response. 


Confident evaluation of the impact of 
contextual factors in shaping the production 
of texts and influencing different 
audiences/readers at different times. 
Points of comparison and contrast are 
astute and illuminating. Title/question 
addressed consistently and perceptively. 
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Section B: Reviewing Approaches


You will need a ‘clean’ copy (no annotation) of the set text which you have studied for this section
in order to answer one of the following questions.


Answer one of the questions below.


Your response must include:


• sustained	reference	to	your	chosen	set	text;


• comparative reference to at least one other text which you have studied as part of the
English Language and Literature course or selected for wider independent study.


3. ‘It is impossible to love and be wise.’ Discuss the presentation of the theme of love in the texts
you have studied.


In your response you must use integrated literary and linguistic approaches and consider the
significance of contextual factors.
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Question 
number 


Leave 
Blank 



Sticky Note

AO1 Thoughtful opening sentence



Sticky Note

AO1/3 Argument established, with links to wider reading



Sticky Note

AO1 Well expressed



Sticky Note

Purposeful overview, with references to context and wider reading



Sticky Note

AO1 Mature statement which leads into useful quotation and analysis.  Organised approach



Sticky Note

AO1/2/3 Fully integrated approach



Sticky Note

AO1 Accurate terminology



Sticky Note

AO2 Effective analysis







Question 
number 


Leave 
Blank 
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I 


II 



Sticky Note

AO1 terminology



Sticky Note

AO2 Productive discussion



Sticky Note

AO2 Thoughtful discussion



Sticky Note

AO1 Accurate terminology



Sticky Note

AO2/3 Assured and mature



Sticky Note

AO3 Sound wider reading reference, but could include more context



Sticky Note

AO3 Context--period



Sticky Note

AO3 Link



Sticky Note

AO1/2 Terminology and analysis
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number 


Leave 
Blank 



Sticky Note

AO3 Wider reading--again, would benefit from contextual overview



Sticky Note

AO2/3 Reasonable point, but purpose?  



Sticky Note

AO1/2  Range in discussion.  Developed argument



Sticky Note

AO1/2 Productive



Sticky Note

AO2 Valid
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Sticky Note

AO1 Accurate terminology



Sticky Note

AO2 Attitudes and values



Sticky Note

AO1/2 Original and thoughtful analysis



Sticky Note

AO1 Very well expressedAO2 Excellent discussion



Sticky Note

AO3 Wider reading--with contextual overview



Sticky Note

AO3 Productive reference and discussion



Sticky Note

AO1 Well organised
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Leave 
Blank 



Sticky Note

AO1 Accurate terminology



Sticky Note

AO3 Effective comparison



Sticky Note

AO2/3 Clearly understands



Sticky Note

AO3 Purposeful contextual point



Sticky Note

AO3 Context
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Sticky Note

AO1 Band 4(+) Excellent expression and very well organised.  Range of linguistic terminology, but lacks literary terminology.



Sticky Note

AO2  Band 4 (+)  Mature and assured discussion (especially on core text)



Sticky Note

AO1 Unfinished



Sticky Note

AO3 Band 4 (+)  Productive contextual points and references to wider reading.  Candidate could have included more context on some of the wider reading texts



Sticky Note

A highly articulate and mature response.  Candidate is in the upper end of Band 4 and was awarded 37/40
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Section B: Reviewing Approaches


You will need a ‘clean’ copy (no annotation) of the set text which you have studied for this section
in order to answer one of the following questions.


Answer one of the questions below.


Your response must include:


• sustained	reference	to	your	chosen	set	text;


• comparative reference to at least one other text which you have studied as part of the
English Language and Literature course or selected for wider independent study.


5. In the texts you have studied, explore how writers have used the opening sections to establish
important themes and issues.


In your response you must use integrated literary and linguistic approaches and consider the
significance of contextual factors.
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LL4 - SUMMER 2015 
 


Unit-specific Guidance 
 
In this unit candidates are required to answer two sections.  Both Section A and Section B 
are to be marked out of 40 marks making a maximum possible total of 80 marks for this 
unit.  
 
Relevant assessment objectives for LL4 as a whole: 
 
AO1  Select and apply relevant concepts and approaches from integrated linguistic and 


literary study, using appropriate terminology and accurate, coherent written 
expression. 


 
AO2  Demonstrate detailed critical understanding in analysing the ways in which structure, 


form and language shape meanings in a range of spoken and written texts. 
 
AO3  Use integrated approaches to explore relationships between texts, analysing and 


evaluating the significance of contextual factors in their production and reception. 
 


 
The table below shows the weighting of the assessment objectives in each section: 
 


LL4 % AO1% AO2% AO3% 


SECTION A 30 (15) 6 (3) 12 (6) 12 (6) 


SECTION B 30 (15) 6 (3) 12 (6) 12 (6) 


TOTAL 60 (30) 12 (6) 24 (12) 24 (12) 
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SECTION  B:  Reviewing Approaches 
40 marks 


 
The ratio of the 3 AOs for Section B is: 
 
AO1: 1 AO2: 2 AO3: 2 
8 marks 16 marks 16 marks 
 
Responses will be assessed on: 


 The quality of the argument expressed 


 The quality of written expression 


 Evidence of synthesizing integrated literary and non-literary approaches 


 Comparative evaluation of contextual factors shaping the production and reception of 
texts 


 The Section B set text studied should receive sustained attention, but candidates 
should make reference to at least one other written and spoken literary or non-
literary texts studied on the course or selected for wider independent reading.  


 
The question provides candidates with an opportunity to reflect on all the texts, contexts, 
issues and concepts studied as part of the course, as well as synthesizing the knowledge, 
understanding and skills gained. 
Look for a well-constructed, well-written, well-supported line of argument. 
 
 
Content-specific Band Descriptors 
 
Band 1 (Marks 1-10) 
 
AO1  Band 1 responses will show little or no evidence of linguistic and literary study and will 
be characterized by a lack of analysis. Any approach used will be inaccurate or very basic. 
Any terminology used will be at a simple level (e.g. alliteration, exclamation marks) or not 
supported by textual evidence. Written expression may lack accuracy and clarity, with errors 
in sentence control, vocabulary and spelling. There may be problems with understanding the 
question and any line of argument is likely to be confused and unclear. 
 
AO2  References to the set text are likely to be vague and brief or entirely narrative. Any 
attempts at analysis will be inaccurate or simplistic. References to any other texts will lack 
detail, accuracy or relevance. 
 
AO3  Band 1 responses will have little, if any, meaningful comparative comment. 
Organisation is likely to be linear. Contextual understanding will be limited and reliant on 
generalizations or unsupported assertions. 
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Band 2 (Marks 11-20) 
 
AO1  Expect some use of basic approaches with more range and accuracy in upper Band 2.  
Some appropriate literary or linguistic approaches or concepts may be used, more 
selectively in upper Band 2.  Written expression may be basic but increasingly accurate. 
There may be technical errors but meaning is generally clear. There will be some attempt at 
a relevant line of argument, although it may be simple, sketchy or unconvincing. 
 
AO2  Some more obvious meanings in the texts will be understood, with more secure grasp 
of the set text. In lower band 2, expect reliance on outlines e.g. plot, characterisation and 
basic comments on content, events or relationships. Assertions may be unsupported. In 
upper band 2 there will be more awareness of features of style and presentation. Expect 
more focus on detail and more sustained textual support in upper Band 2. Some illustration 
should be provided and there will be some accurate engagement with meaning. 
 
AO3  In lower band 2 some simple points of comparison and contrast will be made. These 
are likely to be sketchy and to rely on the most obvious differences and similarities. 
References beyond the set text are likely to be brief or undeveloped. Focus on the question 
may be uneven or unconvincing. Contextual factors may be oversimplified or rely on 
stereotypes. In upper Band 2 expect more purposeful comparative reference and reasonable 
comment on similarities and differences, although comparisons may still be narrow or 
superficial. There will be some straightforward but accurate use of contextual factors. There 
will be clear attempts to focus on the question and organize a relevant argument. 
 
 
Band 3 (Marks 21-30) 
 
Note: Responses without clear evidence of integrated study i.e. the use of some 
appropriate literary and linguistic approaches, cannot achieve higher than a mid Band 
3 mark (25) even if the response has other indications of quality. 
 
AO1  In lower Band 3 terminology will be used sensibly, although the range may be narrow. 
Expect reliable identification of some key literary and linguistic features and more purposeful 
selection of approaches, especially on the core text. Upper Band 3 responses will use terms 
with increasing precision and confidence. Expression will be increasingly competent and 
fluent, although there may be some technical inaccuracies in lower Band 3. More confident 
lines of argument will be pursued and clear organization will be increasingly evident. 
 
AO2  There will be clearer and more convincing links between style and meaning, especially 
in the core text with some sensible explanation and interpretation, becoming competent at 
the top of the band. Expect sustained reference to the core text, supported by suitable 
quotation with some convincing analysis and increasing appreciation of key stylistic 
techniques. Analysis will be supported by accurate quotation. Understanding of text and 
subtext will be generally sound and treatment of the texts increasingly thorough. 
 
AO3  Expect to find increasingly accurate points of comparison and contrast and a more 
purposeful approach to similarities and differences between the texts. In lower Band 3, there 
will be some sensible use of at least one other text. There will be some clear reference to the 
contextual factors relating to the set text. In upper Band 3 there will be a sound 
understanding of the purposes of the texts and some clear analysis of the influence of 
contextual factors in relation to the question. The key contextual factors relating to the core 
text will be securely understood. There will be sensible focus on the question, relevant 
selection from the core text and some success in framing an argument. 
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Band 4 (Marks 31-40) 
 
AO1  Band 4 responses will be fluent, coherent and well-argued with clear organization and 
good analytical vocabulary. A wide range of terms will be used including those related to the 
most demanding concepts.  Literary and linguistic approaches and concepts will be 
purposefully selected according to the texts.  The line of argument will be clear, coherent 
and well-argued. 
 
AO2  Expect mature readings of the texts and material which is well chosen for the question. 
There will be sustained analysis of language use and secure understanding of form and 
genre.  A confident understanding of the core text will form the basis of the argument. 
 
AO3  Band 4 responses will make some sophisticated points of comparison and contrast, 
going beyond content and form to consider style, attitudes and contexts.  Comparative 
references will be coherently organized with astute links selected to answer the question 
chosen.  There will be a perceptive awareness of audience, purpose and genre with a 
confident understanding of the contextual factors relating to the core text. 
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A2 ENGLISH LANGUAGE & LITERATURE LL4 Sections A and B Assessment Grid 
 


Band Marks 


A01 
Select and apply relevant concepts and 
approaches from integrated linguistic and 
literary study, using appropriate terminology 
and accurate, coherent written expression. 
Weighting: 8 marks 


A02 
Demonstrate detailed critical 
understanding in analysing the ways in 
which structure, form and language 
shape meanings in a range of spoken 
and written texts. 
Weighting: 16 marks 


AO3 
Use integrated approaches to explore 
relationships between texts, analysing 
and evaluating the significance of 
contextual factors in their production 
and reception. 
Weighting: 16 marks 


1 0-10 


Limited evidence of integrated study. Minimal, 
unconvincing application of concepts and 
approaches. Written expression often has lapses 
in accuracy and clarity. Response may lack 
organisation Basic terminology often 
misunderstood and misapplied. 


Limited awareness of how some of the most 
obvious choices in form, structure and 
vocabulary create basic meanings. Some 
difficulty in understanding meaning in texts. 
 


Some simplistic awareness of the broadest 
contextual factors.  Limited sense of genre. 
Limited evidence of understanding basic 
points of comparison and contrast.  Texts 
may be discussed individually and 
unevenly. 


2 11-20 


Some basic evidence of integrated study. Some 
application of key concepts and approaches. 
Some use of key terminology. Generally clear 
expression, but with lapses in accuracy.  
Straightforward vocabulary and sentence 
organisation. Clear organisation towards top of 
band. 


Some awareness of some key language 
features. Analysis mainly at word level at 
bottom of band.  Clear grasp of basic 
meaning.  Texts understood on a 
straightforward level.  Some generalisation 
and simplification.  Adequate awareness of 
genre, more secure towards top of band. 


Reasonable observations of some key 
contextual factors.  Some relevant 
discussion of how different contexts 
influence the way the texts have been/are 
received, more relevant towards top of 
band. Selection and discussion of some of 
the more obvious points of comparison and 
contrast.  


3 21-30 


Clear evidence of integrated study. 
Purposeful use of appropriate terminology.  
Relevant and purposeful application of some 
relevant key concepts and approaches.  
Generally accurate, coherent expression. 
Effective organisation, particularly towards top of 
band. 
 
 


More sustained focus on language used to 
create meaning, including some convincing 
phrase and sentence level analysis. 
Sensible use of key literary and linguistic 
concepts and approaches. Sound reading of 
implicit meaning, with increasingly detailed 
appreciation of writers’/speakers’ 
techniques.  


Sensible and clear awareness of the 
influence of some key contextual factors on 
the production and reception of texts.  Some 
sensible evaluation of how different 
audiences/readers in different times might 
respond.  Able to present generally 
convincing overview.  Points for comparison 
and contrast are well-chosen and clearly 
argued. 


4 31-40 


Thorough knowledge, understanding and 
insights gained from integrated study. 
Sophisticated application of concepts and a wide 
range of approaches. Accurate and sensitive 
use of terminology. Very well-organised. 
Written expression is confident, fluent, with 
varying degrees of flair. Mature vocabulary.    


Perceptive awareness of how choices of 
form, structure and language affect readers 
and audiences. Assured reading of texts.  
Convincing and perceptive sub-textual 
exploration.  Some evidence of originality 
may be shown. Clear and sustained focus 
throughout response. 


Confident evaluation of the impact of 
contextual factors in shaping the production 
of texts and influencing different 
audiences/readers at different times. 
Points of comparison and contrast are 
astute and illuminating. Title/question 
addressed consistently and perceptively. 
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Section A: Comparative Textual Analysis


Answer the following compulsory question.


1. This question is based on all three texts which follow.


 Text A:
 The poem ‘The Soldier’ by Rupert Brooke (1887-1915). Brooke joined the Royal Naval Division 


and wrote the poem while on leave at Christmas 1914. Brooke did not experience front-line 
service, but died of blood poisoning from a mosquito bite on the journey to Gallipoli with the 
Navy.


 Text B:
 From the novel Birdsong by Sebastian Faulks, published in 1994. This extract is based on the 


Battle of the Somme in July 1916.


 Text C: 
 An extract from an episode of the television comedy Blackadder Goes Forth, set at the time 


of the First World War, written by Ben Elton and Richard Curtis and first shown in 1989. 
The characters are Captain Edmund Blackadder, his Lieutenant George and Private Soldier  
Baldrick.


Using integrated approaches, compare and contrast the presentation of the First 
World War in Texts A – C.


In your response, you should analyse and evaluate how the different contexts and purposes 
of the texts have influenced linguistic choices. You should also consider how effective each 
text is in developing its ideas.
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Text A: ‘The Soldier’ by Rupert Brooke


IF I should die, think only this of me:
 That there’s some corner of a foreign field
That is forever England. There shall be
 In that rich earth a richer dust concealed;
A dust whom England bore, shaped, made aware,
 Gave, once, her flowers to love, her ways to roam,
A body of England’s, breathing English air,
 Washed by the rivers, blest by the suns of home. 


And think, this heart, all evil shed away,
 A pulse in the eternal mind, no less
  Gives somewhere back the thoughts by England given;
Her sights and sounds; dreams happy as her day;
 And laughter, learnt of friends; and gentleness,
 In hearts at peace, under an English heaven.


Text B: from Birdsong by Sebastian Faulks


Price was reading the roll call. Before him were standing the men from his company who had 
managed to return. Their faces were shifty and grey in the dark.


To begin with he asked after the whereabouts of each missing man. After a time he saw that it 
would take too long. Those who had survived were not always sure whom they had seen dead. They 
hung their heads in exhaustion, as though every organ of their bodies was begging for release.


Price began to speed the process. He hurried from one unanswered name to the next. Byrne, Hunt, 
Jones, Tipper, Wood, Leslie, Barnes, Studd, Richardson, Savile, Thompson, Hodgson, Birkenshaw, 
Llewellyn, Francis, Arkwright, Duncan, Shea, Simons, Anderson, Blum, Fairbrother. Names came 
pattering into the dusk, bodying out the places of their forbears, the villages and towns where the 
telegram would be delivered, the houses where the blinds would be drawn, where low moans would 
come in the afternoon behind closed doors; and the places that had borne them, which would be 
like nunneries, like dead towns without their life or purpose, without the sound of fathers and their 
children, without young men at the factories or in the fields, with no husbands for the women, no 
deep sound of voices in the inns, with the children who would have been born, who would have 
grown and worked or painted, even governed, left ungenerated in their fathers’ shattered flesh that 
lay in stinking shellholes in the beet-crop soil, leaving their homes to put up only granite slabs in 
place of living flesh, on whose inhuman surface the moss and lichen would cast their crawling green 
indifference.


Of 800 men in the battalion who had gone over the parapet, 155 answered their names. Price told 
his company to dismiss, though he said it without the bark of the parade ground; he said it kindly. 
They attempted to turn, then moved off stiffly in new formations, next to men they had never seen 
before. They closed ranks.
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Text C: from Blackadder Goes Forth by Ben Elton and Richard Curtis


Baldrick: Permission to ask a question, sir...
Edmund: Permission granted, Baldrick, as long as it isn’t the one about where babies come from.
Baldrick: No, the thing is: the way I see it, these days there’s a war on right? and, ages ago, there 


wasn’t a war on, right? so, there must have been a moment when there not being a war on 
went away, right? and there being a war on came along. So, what I want to know is how 
did we get from the one case of affairs to the other case of affairs?


Edmund: Do you mean “How did the war start?”
Baldrick: Yeah.
George: The war started because of the vile Hun and his villainous empire-building.
Edmund: George, the British Empire at present covers a quarter of the globe, while the German 


Empire consists of a small sausage factory in Tanganyika. I hardly think that we can be 
entirely absolved of blame on the imperialistic front.


George: Oh, no, no, sir, absolutely not. (aside, to Baldrick) Mad as a bicycle!
Baldrick: I heard that it started when a bloke called Archie Duke shot an ostrich ’cause he was 


hungry.
Edmund: I think you mean it started when the Archduke of Austro-Hungary got shot.
Baldrick: Nah, there was definitely an ostrich involved, sir.
Edmund: Well, possibly. But the real reason for the whole thing was that it was just too much effort 


not to have a war.
George: By gum this is interesting; I always loved history – The Battle of Hastings, Henry VIII and 


his six knives, all that.
Edmund: You see, Baldrick, in order to prevent war in Europe, two superblocs developed: us, the 


French and the Russians on one side, and the Germans and Austro-Hungary on the other. 
The idea was to have two vast opposing armies, each acting as the other’s deterrent. That 
way there could never be a war.


Baldrick: But this is a sort of a war, isn’t it, sir?
Edmund: Yes, that’s right. You see, there was a tiny flaw in the plan.
George: What was that, sir?
Edmund: It was bollocks.
Baldrick: So the poor old ostrich died for nothing.











